NOTES:
1. INLET & OUTLET ARE 10" GROOVED PIPE.
2. MAXIMUM PRESSURE: 80 psi (5.6 bar).
3. MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE: 100ºF (37.8ºC).
4. RATED FLOW RATE: 1130-1870 gpm (257-425 m³/hr).
5. FILTRATION AREA: 75.4 ft² (7.0 m²).
6. MEDIA SAND REQUIREMENT: 7800 lbs (3537 kg).
7. SYSTEM WEIGHT (WITHOUT SAND): 2294 lbs (1041 kg).
8. SYSTEM COMPONENTS SHIPPED LOOSE. FINAL ASSEMBLY BY OTHERS.
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This drawing is submitted for spatial consideration only. Do not pre-plumb to these dimensions.